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Edugeeksclub.com can be your friend in need. This online writing service is well equipped
to help you out in your academic necessity. I had to take help from a writing service agency
and I found EduGeeksClub. I bought an essay from them, and guess what, I was completely
happy with their service!

I had high hope for this service and they did not let me down. They have clear prices on
their homepage. The writers are expert as well. They say they assign only certified PhD
writers to the projects – not sure about that but the quality is really up to the mark.

Service Review
At Edugeeksclub.com, you have to select the service you are seeking for, input the deadline
and the page number and you will be shown the price details as well as the writer details.
You have to select your writer and proceed. They provide services including dissertation and
essay writing, term paper writing, assignment writing, research paper writing, case study
etc. That is a huge number of service. They provide helps for high school and university
students.

They are committed and they try to understand what their customers really want. I found
their service totally worthy. They try to fulfill their customer’s needs that I can say.

Prices Review
They use US Dollar as their default currency. Although, they have four currency options to
choose from. They have a well-mentioned price and no hidden charge. I ordered an essay on
Anthropology. I asked for 4 pages with 10 days. They charged me $68 for the service. Which
is quite higher than the average price. But I was interested to see if they meet my
satisfaction. They did! I was very happy with the essay they gave me.



Discount is also available! EduGeeksClub gives 15% discount on the first order. But you may
find the price is still higher than many of the other service providers. Nonetheless, they
make up with their service.

Content Quality
I found the quality of my essay is very good. I would give it 9 out of 10. Though they charge
very high but getting a 9 out of 10 paper is not that easy nowadays. According to the
edugeeks, all their writers are PhD holder. It may be true because the quality of the writing
is very rich. The writing has its own personality. There was no grammatical error, rather the
essay was perfectly crafted. I did not have to put my hand on the essay at all.

It seemed to me that the writer has well command on English language. There was no
plagiarism and it was not a rewrite essay. It was completely a unique essay. In a word, I was
totally satisfied with my essay.

Customer Support Agents
The customer support executives are 24/7 online. They provide a chatbox where you can live
chat with the agents round the clock. I had to chat with EduGeeks several times in both day
and night. I got a prompt response from their executives. They listened to all my
requirements and forward them to my writer. And the writer wrote the essay exactly how I
asked him to write.

Final Thoughts
Edugeeksclub.com is user-friendly. They have a quick and easy ordering process. The
communication system is quick as well. You don’t need to send any mail, just chat with them
live. That makes it time-saving in all ways. Their overall service is very good. I’m happy with
their service.

Because of all this, I can recommend Edugeeksclub to the students as one of the
best online dissertation and essay writing service provider.
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